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I ordered this card in large print so you can read it.n / â€‹â€‹funny and sarcastic birthday card / snarky card / getting old. (this year!) / just broken china, hitting her in the face / grumbling postcard / at your age it makes sense to get married / laughing postcard In some cases, the postcard played on the theme of mentioning a son, traditional in Russian folklore, with the addition of the word "son". Playing continued with the use of various proverbs: "... not all
at once" (the proverb was often perceived as "not too late" - as "in due time"), "... a friend is known in trouble" (another traditional proverb), "... did not sit idly by" (but "dreams grow richer with a dream" - an expression reflecting the mythical situation when, on the eve of the wedding, the bride and groom exchange "messages" written in the picture). The letter often drew attention to the fact that the owner of the card offers to write down this postcard and

subsequently use it when writing congratulations on something (happy birthday, wedding, professional holiday, anniversary, etc.). So, for example, a young man (a young girl) writes to each other like this: Looking at the beauty of heaven, never become unable to love your nature. / good heart, but the mind is cold. / You don't take a happy heart Action always remains personal and creative. There are no rules by which some names are stored in memory,
others are forgotten; there are also no metaphors or proverbs that would generally fit each case and would not simplify writing. Some musical works are liked by everyone, others only by a select few, others listen, enjoy, but rarely perform, while the fourth did not like these works. So that the letter did not consist only of words, but was meaningful - they wrote on postcards, described famous paintings, described facts, played up well-known jokes, etc. -

there was a special technique. On the one hand, they wrote in such a way as not to be at a loss in the choice of expressions and not to waste unnecessary words. On the other hand, they used a variety of tropes (direct appeal to the addressee, the use of comparison, the use of humor, the use of a pun, etc.). Letter from the famous Russian artist A.P. Bogolyubov to the wife of I.E. Grabar "Minos and Radamanths" (erroneously attributed to P
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